
◇User Manual◇

Specification:
Item Code: ERP-MINI
Item Style: Mechanical Electric
Size: 6*9cm
Controller: Digital Control Panel
Electric Data: 220V/50Hz, 120W
N.W.: 6.8kg, G.W.: 7.5kg
PKG: 22.5*23*33cm, paper carton

ERP-MINI is an excellent small electric rosin press (N.W. only 6.8kg) and is

equipped with an electric putter (generates up to 1ton of pressing force), a

precise LCD temp.&timer controls, 6*9cm heat-insulated solid 6061

food-grade aluminum plates. The ERP-MINI is easy to operate as a regular

coffee machine, with just a simple push of buttons to complete all operations.

When the time is a countdown to Zero, immediately pull the parchment away

from the heat source and put it between cooling plates.

- Temperature

- Amount of Time Pressed

- Amount of Force Applied

- Size/Weight of nugs

1. Read Before Use
1. Use the Heat press only as intended.

2. Please keep children away from the device.

3. Please ensure the power outlet is correct before using the device.

4. Be cautious, burns can occur when in contact with a hot surface.

5. Turn the Device off when not in use and remove the plug.

2. Recommended Accessories
25 lb or Thicker Silicone Parchment Paper Sheets

Screen Filters like 5x10cm

Rosin Tools



3. Recommended Operation Parameter
Time: 30~45sec.

Temp.: 100-120℃

Pressure:  Press and Hold the “Press” button until the upper heating plate

closes up with the lower heating plate.

4. Control Panel Setting

5. How to Use Rosin Press
● Take out Rosin Press from the package.

● Plug in the power socket, turn on the power switch, and set temp.&time for
each control panel, Say. 230℉/110℃, 30sec. and raises to the set temp.

● Use parchment paper to cover the prepared material and place it in the
center of the bottom platen.



● Push the Down button to lower the top plate and start pressing.

● Press the TIMER button on the control panel. The control panel starts
showing a countdown.

● Wait until the countdown ends and the press starts beeping. Press the
TIMER button again to turn off the timer and stop the beeping.

● Push the UP button to stop pressing and lift up the top plate.

● Remove the pressed material using heat-resistant gloves or tools and
exercise extreme caution.

● Turn off the machine by flipping the ON/OFF switch when done pressing.
Unplug and then disconnect the AC power cord from the press. Wait until the
platens cool down completely to clean and store the press.

● Rosin oil will be adhesive on the parchment paper, you will need to use the
rosin tool to collect the oil when it cools down, and store it in the silicon jar.


